
The gods feast on the mountains of Durmir, looking down at the world of men, war is coming. With
Mjollnir in one hand and his shield held high Thor lands on the shores of the northern sea to welcome

his followers. The Viking hordes are here, they chase gold if they survive and honor if they die, as the
gates of Valhalla open. Win more than 51 000x your bet in this 6x3 video slot game with more than 729
ways to win. Featuring Wilds, Scatters, Way multiplier feature with random symbol multipliers, Special
Wild Collection, re-spins with Wild Placements and a Free Spins bonus game with Way multipliers of

4, Guaranteed Wilds per spin, and unlimited free spins until all special wilds are collected.
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Global release

SEPTEMBER 20,
2021

RTP

96,10%
HIT Frequency

25,28%
Volatility

HIGH
Default Max win

1.020.000 €



Paylines

729
Default bet size

2 €
Default bet range

0,01 € - 20 €
Default coin range

0,01 - 2

Default max
multiplier

X 51.000

Key selling points

Big win potential

Engaging mechanics

Beautiful Visuals

High volatility with variable ways

Retentive gameplay
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Target demographic

Oriented towards a western audience

Players looking for high volatility games

Younger player audience
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Game features

Re-Spins

When 3 special wilds are collected in the main
game, a re-spin is triggered. All 3 collected
wilds will fall into the panel at random
positions.

All ways

The main game runs on a panel with 6 reels
and 3 rows with more than 729 ways to win
that evaluate from left to right. Way
multipliers increase the number of ways in the
panel.
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Free Spins

Land 3+ Scatters in the main game to trigger
Free Spins. 15 free spins are awarded. Free
Spins features Way multipliers of 4, where
symbols in highlighted positions get a
multiplier of 4. During Free Spins, at least one
Wild is guaranteed per spin. 3+ Scatters
during free spins award 15 free spins.
Collected special wilds are displayed in a
meter with 3 slots. When �lling the meter, all 3
collected wilds fall in the panel at random
positions. After completing the free spins if
there are any wilds present in the meter,
unlimited free spins are awarded until all wilds
have been collected and placed on the panel.
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Special wild collection

Wilds can randomly be transformed into
Special Wilds. These Special Wilds are
collected in a meter with 3 slots. In the main
game, when 3 Special wilds are collected
these award a re-spin where all wilds fall into
the panel.

Way multiplier

On each spin, some positions are highlighted
randomly. Any symbol except the Scatter that
lands in these positions will get a random
multiplier of upto 4. In free spins they will
always get a multiplier of 4. Multipliers on the
same way multiply each other.
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Game rules

Welcome to Hammer of Gods, a high volatility Video Slot with All Ways and 729 ways to win, Wilds,
special Wilds collection, Wilds placements, Way multiplier feature and a Free Spins bonus game
with Way multipliers and special Wilds collection.

 

ABOUT THE GAME

The god’s feast in the mountains of Durmir, looking down at the world of men, war is coming, and
Thor is driving it. The Viking hordes are here; they chase gold if they survive and honor if they die,
as the gates of Valhalla open.

This is a 6×3 video slot with All Ways and 729 ways to win, Wild collection, Way multiplier feature
and a Free Spins bonus game with bigger Way multipliers, special Wilds collection and unlimited
free spins until you release the collected special Wilds.

 

MAIN GAME
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The main game has a 6×3 panel with All ways evaluated from left to right and 729 ways to win.
Wilds can only appear on reels 2, 3, 4 and 5. Wilds substitute for any other symbol except the
Scatter. Scatter pays on any position on the reels. 3 or more scatters trigger the free spins game.
The main game features the Way multiplier feature, where random positions in the panel are
highlighted and the symbols in them get a multiplier of up to 4.

Special Wilds are collected in a meter. Collecting 3 special wilds triggers a re-spin and all 3 collected
wilds are randomly placed in the panel. The collector resets after the placement and any leftovers
remain in the meter.

When 3+ scatters land on the reels it unlocks the Free spins bonus game, awarding 15 free spins.

● Special wilds are collected and stored per bet level.
● Collected special wilds are displayed in a meter with 3 slots.
● When all 3 slots are �lled, a re-spin is triggered and all collected wilds fall in the panel at random
positions.
● Placed Wilds will not overlap other Wilds or overlap each other when falling into the panel.
● If Re-spin and Free spins are triggered at the same time, re-spins will play �rst, then free spins
will trigger.

 

WAY MULTIPLIER
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On each spin, some positions are highlighted randomly. Any symbol except the Scatter that lands
in these positions will get a multiplier of upto 4. In free spins they will always get a multiplier of 4.
Multipliers on the same way multiply each other.

 

FREE SPINS

Land 3+ Scatters in the main game to trigger Free Spins. 15 free spins are awarded.
Free Spins features Way multipliers of 4, where symbols in highlighted positions get a multiplier of
4.
During Free Spins, at least one Wild is guaranteed per spin. 3+ Scatters during free spins award 15
free spins.

Collected special wilds are displayed in a meter with 3 slots. When �lling the meter, a re-spin is
awarded (no free spins are consumed) and all 3 collected wilds will fall in the panel at random
positions.

After depleting the awarded free spins, if there are any wilds present in the meter the free spins
game will continue playing until the meter is full and the feature is awarded.

 

HOW TO PLAY
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Select a bet level.
Press the Spin button to start the game.

 

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS

To calculate the total 729 Ways to Win win, add all the symbol wins together.

To calculate a single symbol win, count the number of consecutive reels that contain the
symbol, starting from the left.

If the number of consecutive reels containing the symbol is 3 or greater counting from the left,
�nd the corresponding win amount in the pay table.

If any of the reels contain more than 1 instance of the symbols, the win will be multiplied.
Multiply the number of symbols on each of the reels to get the �nal multiplier. For example: if
the �rst reel contain 2 symbols, the second reel has 3 symbols and the third reel has 2 symbols,
the total multiplier is counted as follows: 2*3*2=12(total multiplier).

The above doesn’t include any Free Spin symbols which pay scattered.

All Way Wins are summed together after the spin.
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Calculate the total win in the home currency by multiplying the total coin win with the coin
value.
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Payout

High symbols

6 - 400 €
5 - 60 €
4 - 40 €
3 - 10 €

6 - 100 €
5 - 40 €
4 - 20 €
3 - 8 €

6 - 80 €
5 - 30 €
4 - 16 €
3 - 6 €

6 - 60 €
5 - 24 €
4 - 12 €
3 - 6 €

6 - 60 €
5 - 24 €
4 - 12 €
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Low symbols

3 - 6 €

6 - 30 €
5 - 16 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 4 €

6 - 30 €
5 - 16 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 4 €

6 - 30 €
5 - 16 €
4 - 8 €
3 - 4 €

6 - 20 €
5 - 10 €
4 - 4 €
3 - 2 €

6 - 20 €
5 - 10 €
4 - 4 €
3 - 2 €

6 - 20 €
5 - 10 €
4 - 4 €
3 - 2 €
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Menu - Opens the Menu and access Paytable, Gamerules and History are available from the
menu.

A -

Sound - Enable/Disable sounds and music.B -
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Options Panel

Balance - Displays the player's account balance.C -

Win - Displays the win for the current or last win payout step.D -

Bet - Displays the current bet.E -

Fast Play - Enable/Disable fast play mode.F -

Autospin - Opens up the autoplay options.G -

Spin - Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button
transforms into the Stop Button. 
Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.

H -
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Expand this image

Games rules - Opens game rulesA -

Paytable - Opens the paytableB -

Game History - Opens the game historyC -

Sound - Sound on/offD -

Deposit - Opens deposit urlE -
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Additional information

If your game is interrupted during play, you may replay the game round after restarting the game
within 1 hour after interruption. After that time, any winnings from interrupted game will be added
to your account. If you choose to skip the replay, your win will be added to your balance
immediately.
In any situation where the replay-functionality is not suf�cient, please contact the support team of
your gaming website.
In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts
are rendered void and all affected bets are refunded

 

Randomization

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certi�ed random
number generator.
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